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Introduction

An object model is the programming interface through which users (clients) of your application will interact

with your application. This object model should completely describe the functionality of your application -

nothing more, but nothing less either. Your object model should follow some certain rules, which

guarantees that various potential clients, independent of the programming, scripting or macro language they

use, are able to use the functionality of your application.

Basic Design Issues

Before we can start designing our own application model we will take a look at the underlying technology

and design principles. First of all, we will have a short discussion about the Component Object Model

(COM). We will also take a look at the terminology when defining an Object Model.

Component Object Model

COM Interface

The Component Object Model (COM) is a Microsoft technology that specifies a binary protocol or standard

through which objects interact with one another. These objects, or components, can come from different

sources, can be written in different programming languages, but since they follow the standard, they can be

combined to form complex solutions.

A COM interface describes a set of functionality exposed by an object. An object can, and basically every

object does, have many interfaces (IUnknown, the root of all evil - IDispatch, the default automation

interface). From an implementation point of view an interface is an ordered list of function prototypes.
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An interface is not an implementation. An interface specifies what the implementor has to implement to

support the interface; it is like a contract between the client of the interface and the object that implements

the interface. Once an interface is defined, it should not change.

COM interfaces are identified by a Globally Unique Identifier (GUID) which is a 16-byte number generated

in a way that guarantees it is unique.

As we have already heard, the fundamental COM interface is called IUnknown. IUnknown serves two

purposes: tracking object lifetime and interface navigation. COM interfaces are reference-counted. This

means that when a client obtains an interface from an object, the object increments its reference count.

When the client is finished with that interface, the client releases the interface, which decrements the

object's reference count. When the reference count goes to zero, the object can free itself and its used

resources. IUnknown also provides a mechanism for navigating between the various interfaces of an object

through the QueryInterface method. QueryInterface checks an Interface ID (a GUID), and if the object

supports this interface, returns a pointer to an implementation of the interface.

Automation

Automation is the term used to describe COM interfaces that support programmability. The fundamental

automation interface here is called IDispatch. IDispatch allows an automation client to locate and invoke

functions (methods) in an automation server.

Locating a function in an object can be time-consuming. IDispatch provides a general mechanism to locate

a function at runtime. In fact, automation clients use IDispatch to locate a function in an object's automation

interface immediately before the client uses the function. Locating functions in this way is called late

binding.

But it is also possible to locate a function well before it is required. And because an interface should not

change between the time you compile your script or application and the time when your script or application

actually runs, the methods and properties should be located at compile time. This is possible if the

automation object comes with a full description in what we call a type library. This type library is used by

the compiler to create proper function entry points to the methods and properties of an automation object.

This is called early binding.

Type Information

Type information about an object's early bound automation interface(s) is stored in the type library. Creating

type libraries was a tough job in the early COM days, but now compilers create a type library automatically

during the compilation of an object. The linking process later links this type library into the application

itself.

Visual Basic and CA-Visual Objects are good examples of programming languages where the compiler

takes the information of the automation object to create the type library.

In CA-Visual Objects all you have to do is to say what CA-Visual Objects application properties define your

automation object using the Application Options dialog, shown below. The compiler then analyzes the

properties and methods of your CA-Visual Objects object and creates the proper type library. You can take a

look at your type library either by using a utility called COM-Object Viewer or by generating the code for

your automation object within the CA-Visual Objects IDE. You should also check your object later from

within Visual Basic and make sure all the data types are correct there as well.
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Figure  1: CA-Visual Objects Application Properties

Objects, Collections, Properties and Methods

Objects

An application fundamentally consists of two things: content and functionality. Content refers to the

information within an application, that is, the documents, worksheets, tables, or slides and the information

they contain. Content also refers to information about the attributes of individual elements in that

application, such as the size of a window, the color of a graphic, or the font size of a word. Functionality

refers to all the ways you can work with the content in the application, for example, opening, closing,

adding, deleting, sending, copying, pasting, editing, or formatting the content in the application.

The content and functionality that make up an application are represented as discrete units called objects.

For the most part, the set of objects exposed by an application corresponds to all the objects that you can

work with when using the application's user interface. You should already be familiar with many objects,

such as Access databases and reports; Excel workbooks and worksheets; Word documents, sections,

paragraphs, sentences, and words; Microsoft Outlook messages, appointments, and contacts.

The objects exposed by an application are arranged relative to each other in hierarchical relationships. The

top-level object in an application should be the Application object, which represents the application itself.

The Application object contains other objects that you have access to only when the Application object

exists (that is, when an instance of the application itself is running). For example, the Excel Application

object contains Workbook objects, and the Word Application object contains Document objects. Because

the Document object depends on the existence of the Word Application object for its own existence, the

Document object is said to be the child of the Application object; conversely, the Application object is said

to be the parent of the Document object.
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Collections

To get to an object from the top-level object, you must step through all the objects above it in the hierarchy

by using accessors to return one object from another. Many objects, such as workbooks, worksheets,

documents, presentations, and slides, are members of collections. A collection is an object that contains a

set of related objects. You can work with the objects in a collection as a single group rather than as separate

entities. Because collections are always one level higher than individual objects in the hierarchy, you usually

have to access a collection before you can access an object in that collection. The accessor that returns a

collection object usually has the same name as the collection object itself. For example, the Documents

property of the Word Application object returns the Documents collection object, which represents all open

documents.

You reference an item in a collection by using either a number that refers to its position in the collection or

by using its name. For example, if a document named Report.doc is the first open document in the

Documents collection, you can reference it in either of the following ways:

Application.Documents.Item(1)
Application:Documents:[Item,1]

-or-

Application.Documents.Item("Report.doc")
Application.Documents.Item("Report.doc")

To get to an object further down the object hierarchy, simply add additional accessors and objects to your

expression until you get to the object you want to work with. For example, the following expression returns

a reference to the second paragraph in the Paragraphs collection of the first open document:

Application.Documents.Item(1).Paragraphs.Item(2)

Note: Collections are one-based, that is, the index number of the first item in the collection is 1.

You can also create new objects and add them to a collection, usually by using the Add method of that

collection.

You can find out how many objects there are in a collection by using the Count property.

Properties and Methods

To work with the content and functionality exposed by an object, you use properties and methods of that

object.

The following Word example uses the Close method of the Document object to close the file named

Draft3.doc:

Documents.Item("Draft3.doc").Close

In general, you use properties to set or read the content, which can include the text or value contained in an

object, or other attributes of the object; and you use methods to work with an application's built-in

functionality to perform operations on the content. Be aware, however, that this distinction doesn't always

hold true; there are a number of properties and methods in every object model that are exceptions to this

rule.
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Analyzing the Object Model of MS Outlook

Why Outlook and Not Word?

Outlook is not a "document" oriented application like Word or Excel. It follows more closely the way

"classical" data-oriented applications work. These applications have large sets of data in the background

(like messages in Outlook) and the user needs to find and manipulate information. So it suits us more in the

sense of exploring an object model.

To work with Outlook from another application, you can use Automation code with either early binding or

late binding. To use early binding, generate the source code for the Microsoft Outlook object and then

declare and initialize an object variable that references the Outlook Application object. For example:

LOCAL oApp AS OutlookApp
oApp := OutlookApp{}

Similarly, you can use the CreateObject function with an object variable declared as type Object to initialize

a late-bound object variable. For example:

LOCAL oApp AS OBJECT
oApp := OLEAutoObject{"Outlook.Application"}

Either way, you can then use this object variable to work with the other objects, properties, methods, and

events of the Outlook object model.
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Discussion of Objects and Hierarchy

Figure 2: MS-Outlook Object Model
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Application and NameSpace Objects

When you manipulate Outlook objects, you always start with the Application object. If you have generated

the code for Outlook from within CA-Visual Objects, you create a new instance of an Outlook Application

object as follows:

LOCAL oApp as OutlookApplication
oApp := OutlookApplication{}

If you have not set a reference to the Outlook 9.0 object library, you must use the OLEAutoObject class.

There can only be one instance of Outlook available at one time. Therefore, when Outlook is not running, a

new, hidden, instance of Outlook is created. If an instance of Outlook is already running, a reference to the

running instance is returned.

You use the Application object's CreateItem method to create a new Outlook item. You access existing

Outlook items by using the NameSpace object. Currently, Outlook supports the "MAPI" message store as

the only valid NameSpace object.

For example:

GLOBAL gApp AS OBJECT
GLOBAL gNameSpace AS OBJECT

FUNCTION InitializeOutlook() AS LOGIC PASCAL
LOCAL lResult AS LOGIC
lResult := FALSE
BEGIN SEQUENCE

gApp := OLEAutoObject{ "Outlook.Application" }
gNameSpace := gApp:GetNamespace("MAPI")

lResult := TRUE

END SEQUENCE
RETURN lResult

You use an olItemType constant as the CreateItem method's single argument to specify whether you want

to create a new appointment, contact, distribution list, journal entry, mail message, note, posting to a public

folder, or task. The CreateItem method returns an object of the type specified in the olItemType constant;

you can then use this object to set additional properties of the item. For example, the following procedure

creates a new mail message and sets the recipients, attachments, subject, and message text by using the

information passed to the procedure as arguments:

FUNCTION CreateMail(cRecip AS USUAL , cSubject AS STRING , ;
cMessage AS STRING , cAttachments AS USUAL ) AS LOGIC PASCAL

// THIS PROCEDURE illustrates how TO create a new mail message
// and use the information passed AS arguments TO set message
// properties FOR the subject, TEXT (Body property), attachments,
// and recipients.

LOCAL oNewMail AS OBJECT
LOCAL uRecip AS USUAL
LOCAL uAttach AS USUAL
LOCAL lResolveSuccess AS LOGIC
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BEGIN SEQUENCE

// Use the InitializeOutlook PROCEDURE TO initialize GLOBAL
// Application and NameSpace OBJECT variables, IF necessary.
IF gApp = NULL_OBJECT

IF !InitializeOutlook()
? "Unable to initialize Outlook"
RETURN FALSE

ENDIF
ENDIF

oNewMail := gApp:CreateItem( olMailItem )

oNewMail:Recipients:Add( cRecip )
lResolveSuccess := oNewMail:Recipients:ResolveAll()
IF !IsNil( cAttachments )

oNewMail:Attachments:Add( cAttachments )
ENDIF
oNewMail:Subject := cSubject
oNewMail:Body := cMessage
IF lResolveSuccess

oNewMail:Send()
ELSE

? "Unable to resolve all recipients. Please check the names."
oNewMail:Display()

ENDIF
END SEQUENCE
RETURN TRUE

The preceding procedure also illustrates how to use a MailItem object's Recipients and Attachments

properties to return the respective collection objects and then add one or more recipients or attachments to a

mail message.

If Outlook is not running when you create a NameSpace object variable, the user will be prompted for a

profile if the user's mail services startup setting is set to Prompt for a profile to be used. Startup settings

are on the Mail Services tab of the Options dialog box (Tools menu). You can use the NameSpace object's

Logon method to specify a profile programmatically. Profiles are stored in the Windows registry under the

\HKEY_CURRENT_USER\Software\Microsoft\Windows Messaging Subsystem\Profiles subkey.

Working with Outlook Folders and Items

You can think of the NameSpace object as the gateway to all existing Outlook folders. By default, Outlook

creates two top-level folders representing all public folders and all mailbox folders. Mailbox folders contain

all Outlook built-in and custom folders. Each folder is a MAPIFolder object. MAPIFolder objects can

contain subfolders (which are also MAPIFolder objects), as well as individual Outlook item objects, such as

MailItem objects, ContactItem objects, JournalItem objects, and so on.

Once you have created a NameSpace object variable, you can access the top-level folder for any built-in

Outlook item by using the NameSpace object's GetDefaultFolder method.

You can also return a reference to any folder by using the name of the folder.

Once you return a reference to a folder in the user's mailbox, that folder may contain additional folders,

individual Outlook items, or both.
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The GetFolderInfo procedure illustrates how to iterate through all the subfolders and items within a folder

and retrieve information about the items contained in a folder or subfolder.

FUNCTION GetFolderInfo( oFolder AS OBJECT ) AS VOID PASCAL

// THIS PROCEDURE prints information
// about items contained IN a folder.
LOCAL oItem AS OBJECT
LOCAL oFItem AS OBJECT
LOCAL dCreate AS DATE
LOCAL cSubject AS STRING
LOCAL cItemType AS STRING
LOCAL iCounter AS LONG
LOCAL i AS LONG

IF oFolder:Folders:Count > 0
FOR i := 1 TO oFolder:Folders:Count

oItem := oFolder:Folders:Item(i)
GetFolderInfo( oItem )

NEXT
ENDIF
?" Folder " , oFolder:Name , "Contains " , oFolder:Items:Count , " items"
?"--------------------------------------------------------"

FOR i := 1 TO oFolder:Items:Count
oFItem := oFolder:Items:Item(i)
dCreate := oFItem:CreationTime
cSubject := oFItem:Subject
? " Item #" , i , "created on" , dCreate , "Subject:" , cSubject

NEXT

RETURN

The GetFolderInfo procedure examines a folder for subfolders and calls itself recursively until there are no

subfolders remaining. It then prints information about the items contained in the folder or subfolder to the

immediate window. Note that the objItem object variable is declared by using the Object data type, so that

the procedure can work with any Outlook item.

To work with a single item or subset of items in a folder, you use the Restrict method, which returns a

collection of objects that match the criteria specified in the method's single argument. For example, the

following procedure uses the Restrict method to create a collection of Outlook ContactItem objects that

match the name supplied in the strLastName argument:

FUNCTION GetItemFromName( cLastName AS STRING , ;
cFirstName := "" AS STRING , ;
cCompany := "" AS STRING ) AS LOGIC PASCAL

// THIS PROCEDURE returns an Outlook ContactItem that matches the
// criteria specified IN the arguments passed TO the PROCEDURE.

LOCAL oFolder AS OBJECT
LOCAL oItems AS OBJECT
LOCAL oItem AS OBJECT
LOCAL cCriteria AS STRING
LOCAL oMatching AS OBJECT
LOCAL i AS LONG

IF gApp == NULL_OBJECT
IF !InitializeOutlook()

? "Unable to initialize Outlook"
RETURN FALSE

ENDIF
ENDIF

oFolder := gNameSpace:GetDefaultFolder(olFolderContacts)
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IF SLen( cLastName ) = 0 .and. SLen( cFirstName ) = 0
IF SLen( cCompany ) > 0

cCriteria := "[Company] = '" + cCompany + "'"
ENDIF

ELSE
cCriteria := IIf( SLen( cFirstName ) = 0 , ;

"[LastName] = '" + cLastName + "'" , ;
"[LastName] = '" + cLastName + ;
"' AND [FirstName] = '" + cFirstName + "'")

ENDIF
oItems := oFolder:Items:Restrict( cCriteria )

IF oItems:Count > 0
IF oItems:Count = 1

oItem := oItems:Item(1)
oMatching := gNameSpace:GetItemFromID( oItem:EntryId )
oMatching:Display()
RETURN TRUE

ELSE
RETURN FALSE

ENDIF
ENDIF
RETURN FALSE

When you are using the Restrict method, you use Outlook field names within brackets to specify criteria for

a search. You can join multiple criteria by using operators such as And, Or, and Not. For example, the

following sample returns all the mail items sent in the last seven days that are unread and marked as highly

important:

LOCAL oFolder AS OBJECT
LOCAL oItems AS OBJECT
LOCAL cCriteria AS STRING
cCriteria := "[SentOn] > '" + DToc( Today()-7 ) + ;

"' And [UnRead] = True And [Importance] = High"
oFolder := gNameSpace:GetDefaultFolder( olFolderInbox )
oItems := oFolder:Items:Restrict( cCriteria )

Understanding the Explorer and Inspector Objects

The Explorer object represents what you would recognize as the Outlook user interface. For example, when

you open Microsoft Outlook, you are working in the Outlook Explorer object. A window that contains a

specific Outlook item, such as a mail message or a contact, is an Outlook Inspector object.

You can open these objects programmatically and display items for the user. You can also use the

ActiveExplorer and ActiveInspector methods of the Application object to return a programmatic

reference to the Explorer or Inspector object that the user is currently working with.

If you want to add, remove, or manipulate command bars in Outlook, you start with a reference to the

Explorer or Inspector object that contains the command bar you want to use and then use the object's

CommandBars property to return a reference to the object's CommandBars collection. For example, the

following code illustrates how to get a reference to the CommandBars collection for the active Explorer

object:

LOCAL oExplorerBars AS OBJECT
oExplorerBars := ActiveExplorer:CommandBars
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You can use the GetExplorerInfo and GetInspectorInfo procedures to see sample code that uses the

Explorer and Inspector objects to get information about what is displayed in the active Outlook Explorer

and Inspector objects, including information about built-in and custom command bars.

Designing Your Own Object Model

Identifying Objects

Identifying the objects of your application is not an easy task. These objects should encapsulate your real-

world business operation, independent of how the data is organized in the background. These objects should

be as complete and as simple to use as possible;  and finally, they should be reusable, too.

The only rule I can give you here is: Keep it clear and simple. Things might get complicated eventually; and

if your basic design isn't clear enough when you start, it will never be in the end.

Your starting point is to define real-world objects, like a bank account, a user, a GL transaction, etc. Each of

your objects must have a one-to-one relationship to a real world object. Most of your simple objects might

also be represented by your data model, even if your data model should not drive the design of your objects.

But if you have designed your tables according to real-world objects, your object design becomes an easy

task.

Objects that try to be all things to all people easily end up as nothing to anyone. These objects might take

endless amounts of time to initialize and use large junks of memory, so nobody wants to use them.

Follow the rules we have seen in MS Office applications. Start with an application object as the root of your

object model. Build hierarchies to keep the number of entries in a collection as small as possible, because it

might be possible that you have to fill these collections with data from your back-end.

Be creative. We have seen the Restrict() method in MS Outlook which is quite a smart idea for reducing the

numbers of entries in a collection. In special circumstances it might be mandatory to define a subset that

you want to work with.

Hierarchy and Collections

Hierarchies should be organized in a natural way, so the users of our application get a good and easily

understandable picture of how the information is structured. If there is a one-to-many relationship, then

design your object model in that way. Even if it seems to be easier and faster not to do it under certain

circumstances, follow this rule, because this design flaw might come back sooner or later as an

enhancement or even as a bug if the relationship is not implemented properly.

As we have already seen, a hierarchy can reduce the number of entries in collections which results in faster

execution of your application.

Use collections and objects in your object model. Don't try to be smart and invent something else or use

language specific data-types. Your application should be designed in a way which is compatible to the MS

Office applications. For the client of your application it is hard enough to remember the object model with
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all its objects, properties and methods, so don't confuse them with tricky language features and data-type

conversions.

Type Information

Type information is very useful for most development tools since it provides a description of your object

model at design and compile time. Try to be as specific as possible when you design the properties and

methods of your objects. Avoid ambigious parameters. And let the compiler do the work for you.

A second advantage here is that if you strongly type your methods and properties, CA-Visual Objects

includes all the objects you use in your type library. Not only the Application object itself is included, but

every object collection with all of their properties and methods will be put in the type library. So, every VB

programmer gets a list of all your methods and properties in the editor, which makes it really easy for them

to avoid typos and get a full list of the functionality of your application.

If you generate source code for your application from within CA-Visual Objects, you can include all the

objects which are included in a type library. If you do that, you should see a full list of all your objects and

their methods and properties. The generated code also creates proper return values. In the following

example a reference to an Action object is returned:

METHOD Add() CLASS Actions
LOCAL a AS ARRAY
LOCAL pRetDesc IS VOOLEARGDESC
LOCAL uRetValue AS USUAL
a := {String2Symbol("Add"), 100, ;

INVOKE_METHOD, 0, 0, .F., , @pRetDesc}
pRetDesc.dwIDLFlag := 10
pRetDesc.dwVarType := VT_PTR
pRetDesc.dwArrPtrType := VT_USERDEFINED
uRetValue := SELF:__InvokeMethod(a,DWORD(_bp+16),PCount())
uRetValue := Action{uRetValue}
RETURN(uRetValue)
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A Sample in CA-Visual Objects

We will discuss the design of an object model in a small financial application inspired by a treasury

workstation. Typically a treasurer has to keep track of the deals in a deal management system. Deal types

are FOREX, Loans, Deposits, etc. Our company has subsidiaries in different countries and so our treasurer

has to work with multiple currencies.

Application

Parameter

Deal Types

Deal Type

Deals

Deal

Figure 3: Object Model for our Sample Application

The object model is quite simple to understand and follows basically the principles we have seen in MS

Outlook. The one step which is interesting here is to create an additional level in the hierarchy of our list of

deals. Large companies might have a huge number of deals, and by creating additional hierarchy levels we

can reduce the number of entries in a collection.

Object Design

Application

We start from the application object which is the only object we have direct access to. The application object

should have a Name property, which is read-only, and should have accesses to the various collections and

properties, like Deal Types, Currencies and the Parameter object.

Parameter

The Parameter object saves and restores the default parameters of our application. At the moment it has

only one property called Default Currency.
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Currencies

Currencies is a collection of Currency objects.

Currency

The Currency object defines a currency. It has properties for the Number of Decimals, the three-character

Currency Symbol and a Description.

Deal Types

Deal types is a collection of Deal Type objects.

Deal Type

A deal type object is responsible for creating unique deal numbers. It could also be used as a template for

the kind of information a deal requires (like how many currencies, exchange rates or interest rates, etc.).

This can be a very simple object (as we have it here) or it could be a deal engine unit, which enables you to

create deals dynamically through the template saved in your deal type object.

Deals

Deals is a collection of Deal objects.

FOREXDeal

A foreign exchange deal is an object that has properties for two currencies, an exchange rate, an amount

and a date of transaction.

LOANDeal

A loan deal is an object that has properties for an amount, an interest rate, a transaction date and a maturity

date.

DEPOSITDeal

A deposit deal is an object that has properties for an amount, an interest rate, a transaction date and a

maturity date.

Implementation Hints

When you implement your object design, use regular methods and access/assigns only for those methods

and properties that should be exposed to the clients of your application. For methods that are only of

internal use, use the HIDDEN or PROTECT keywords.
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Naming Conventions

A well-written procedure performs a single specific task and is named to identify the task performed. If you

find it difficult to give a specific name to a procedure because it is performing more than one task, consider

breaking the procedure down into multiple procedures so that each discrete piece of functionality can be

clearly identified.

When naming a procedure, you should use the NounVerb or VerbNoun style to create a name that clearly

identifies what the procedure does. It is not necessary to use a prefix or suffix to specify the data type of the

return value.

Collections

A collection is an object that supports a specific set of methods and properties. A collection is like a

dynamic array. It holds a set of objects that usually have the same type. You can add, remove and retrieve

elements (called items). To access an element, you can either use the ordinal number of the element in the

collection or the name of this element. The methods you have to support are:

� Add( oItem , cName ): Add an item to your collection. oItem is the object and cName is a unique item

name in the collection. The method returns the item you just have added.

� Count() : Retrieve the number of elements in your collection.

� Clear(): Remove all items in the collection.

� Remove( ciItem ): Remove an item in your collection. ciItem can be the item name or the item number.

� Item( ciItem ): Retrieve an item in your collection. ciItem can be the item name or the item number.

Naming Conventions

The naming convention is quite simple. If your collection contains Deal objects, the collection is called

Deals. Take the plural of the name of an object (I haven't seen an object called Goose, so I am not sure

whether the collection is called Geese or Gooses).

Type Information

As we have seen before, type information is generated automatically by the compiler. The available

information about parameter types and return values is collected during the compilation.. In the link process

the type library is included in the executable (EXE, DLL or OCX). The only support we can give the

compiler here is to use strongly typed methods and clear and unambigious data types.
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Testing Against Various Clients

CA-Visual Objects 2.5

The first test of our final application will be against a CA-Visual Objects client. The client can be a simple

test program that goes through all the objects and collections, tests the properties and methods, and creates

a log file which documents all results.

A more sophisticated client will then follow which provides a rich user interface that not only uses all the

features of our application and its object model, but also gives the future user of our application a nice and

easy way to retrieve and manipulate the information stored in our system.

There is an interesting feature available in CA-Visual Objects. You can debug multiple applications at the

same time. With this feature you are able to run your application server in one window and then launch

your client program in another window. You set your breakpoints in both applications and switch between

the two windows to debug.

Generate the source code for your object model and verify that all the methods and properties return the

proper data-type. In case your method returns an object, check that the appropriate object is created.

Create test scenarios that use the generated code. In such cases you create objects by using the predefined

class, like:

oApplication := TreasuryApplication{}

If you test your object model without generated code, you use the OLEAutoObject class. The code looks like

this:

oApplication := OLEAutoObject{ "Treasury.Application" }

MS Visual Basic 6

Whether you like it or not, you should test your application and your object model also against MS Visual

Basic. This helps you to make sure that the design of the type libraries, object models, and collections also

works as seamlessly as possible in the most widely used Windows desktop development product.

But there are some restrictions you should be aware of:

1. The CA-Visual Objects generated Automation Server does not support a default property. You can say

in Visual Basic print oServer and the default property (in many cases it is called Name) of an object is

called.

2. With collections it gets even more complicated. In Visual Basic you can access the item (which is the

default method for collections) by saying print oItems(1). This doesn't work if you used CA-Visual

Objects to create your collection. Here you always have to say print oItems.Items(1).

Create test scenarios that include your object in the reference list and use all the features Visual Basic has

here to select the proper method or property. In which case you create your objects with the New keyword.

Also, try to run your tests without including the object in the reference dialog. The object is generated in

this second case by using the CreateObject() function.
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Summary

A well-defined object model not only makes it easy to understand the functionality behind an application, it

also opens the door for reusability of existing programs.

We discussed the way Microsoft thinks how an object model should be implemented in a desktop

application and we looked into the specific object model of MS Outlook. With this knowledge in the

background and the new language features in CA-Visual Objects 2.5 for generating automation servers and

type libraries, we have all the necessary tools in place to create applications with an object model.

If you plan to integrate VBA into your application either by using one of the products where VBA support is

available or by hoping that CA-Visual Objects supports VBA in the future, you are ready to go. Your object

model is designed to work with different clients and includes the desired functionality.
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